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SUMMARY

The investigation carried out bj the author and assistants was 

completed May 2? io May 31. 1972. and included the location of the 

Werner Lake drill holes, investigation of the sane area, exploration 

to locate the "southern breccia zone", sampling of the unsampled 

parts of the zone in holes MM-3 to 6, re-tagging claims as directed 

by the Mining Recorder, and checking one claim boundary. AU the 

above was completed.

The Werner Lake holes were found and holes WL-1 and 2 are on 

the westerly extension of the main Master Metals zone. Holes rfL-3 

to 7 are on a zone (Z-l) some 300 feet south of the west end of the 

M.M. main zone (close to the M.M. base line). Prospecting located a 

new showing (Z-4) at 380 N and 28400W and an unreported quartz vein (Z-2) 

at 6f80S from 10+OOW to 1S4OOW. A mineralized quartz zone (Z-3) was 

located at 5+60S 30+OOW which may be the westward extension of Z-2. 

The accompanying map shows the Werner Lake holes, the area prospected 

and mapped, the showings and the most westerly Master Metals holes. 

The mineralization observed was disseminated and/or massive blebs of 

chalcopyrite, chalcocite and/or bornite.

The author was able to number the boxes by referring to the logs 

and twenty-seven samples of core were taken from the four holes with 

values ranging from 0.07# Cu. to 1.30^ Cu. The following are the best
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average grades from the holes:

Hole 

3

4

5

6

From
t

121.0 
or 121.0

105.0 
142.0

133.0 
or 131.0

62.0

To

125.0 
127.5

134.7 
150.0

139.7
146.5

73.2

fiat
4.0 
6.5

29.7 
8.0

6.7 
15.5

11.2

*Cu.

0.81 
0.67

0.32 
0.34

0.71 
0.51

0.34
(hole incomplete)

Although no ore-grade-width zones were sampled, it is felt that 

the values are encouraging and it is suspected that much of the 

massive sulphides, if present, may have been ground. In some holes 

the footwall of the zone was seen to be brecciated greywacke with 

stockworks quartz veins generally mineralized with some chalcopyrite 

and/or chalcocite very similar to that seen at showing Z-4.

Ed Fraser led the author to the township corner west of the 

property. Evidence from the Werner Lake drill plan may help locate 

the township line on the property without having to walk the line in 

from the Williams Lake road. It should be noted that the Twp. 175- 

Montgomery Twp. W-E line emerges from the bush immediately opposite 

the start of the tractor road on the Williams Lake road.

The claim tag for post 4 of 99486 was affixed to the post, the 

post was made and tag affixed for post 3 of 102245 and the east 

boundary of 102245 was checked and found to be correct.

The core shack was found to have been entered by a bear which 

smashed a hole through the bottom of the door. No other damage was
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noted. On departure, the author nailed core box lids over the hole 

in the door.

The drill appeared, to be undamaged and unmolested except that 

the roof of the drill shack had collapsed.

INTRODUCTION

The author was requested to visit the Master ketals Algona Area 

property by the optionor and vendor in late May, 1972. The purpose 

of the trip was to attempt to locate the old Werner lake drill holes, 

make a search for the reported sannorm breccia zone, make a quick 

appraisal of the potential of the Werner Lake mineralized area when 

found, and locate posts and replace two missing clain tags, replace 

one missing post and check the boundary of one claim as directed by 

the Mining Recorder. It was also requested that the author re-check 

the core from the 1971 drilling and sample mineralized sections not 

yet sampled. The author and one assistant left Toronto on the morning 

of May 27, 1972 and returned at noon on May 31, 1972.

DIAMOND DRILL CORE SAMPLES

It was not possible to get a key for the core shack from Mr. 

MacOonald and a forced entry was made. A bear had previously entered 

via a hole through the lower half of the door. The author checked 

the core from Master Metals holes MM-3, 4, 5 and 6, marked the boxes 

with hole and footage numbers and selected 27 samples. The core was 

split by an assistant and delivered to X-Ray Assay Laboratories for 

analysis for Cu. A copy of the analysis certificate is attached.

The samples were taken continuously along the holes but were
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stopped at sections of lost core. The length of the break in 

continuity of the footages from sample to sanple is the lost core 

interval in each case. In the following suomary of averages, the lost 

core sections have been assigned a calculated grade equal to the 

arithmetic average of the sampled sections on either side. This probably 

gives conservative values for the lost core sections as it is suspected 

that massive mineralization may represent at least a portion of thfc 

ground core, but with no sludge samples to give direction to higher 

estimates it is not possible to use other values at the present time. 

The analyses of samples taken by Mr. HacDonald are included in the 

averages where available. (Hole 4, 105.0* to 125.0')*

Hole No.

3

4

5

6

From

121.0
125.0
127.5

or 121.0
or 121.0

105.0
134.7
H2.0
150.0
166.4

or 1O5.0
or 105.0

116.0
131.0
133.0
139.7
146.5

or 131.0

61.0
62.0
73.2
89.0
96.0

1OO.O

To

125.0
127.5
140.5
127.5
140.5

134.7
142.0
150.0
166.4
174.0
150.0
166.4

131.0
133.0
139.7
146.5
157.5
146.5

62.0
73.2
89.0
96.0

100.0
101.0

Feet

4.0
2.5

13.0
6.5

19.5

29.7
7.3
8.0
16.4
7.6

45.0
61.4

15.0
2.0
6.7
6.8
11.0
15.5

1.0
11.2
15.8
7.0
4.0
1.0

Z Cu.

0.81
0.44
0.26
0.6?
0.40

0.32
0.15
0.32
0.15
0.09
0.29
0.25

0.12
0.40
0.71
0.46
0.15
0.51

Ground core
0.34
0.09
0.22
0.07
Ground core

101.0 End of Hole (Incomplete)
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Although no ore grade values are shown . in the above figures, 

the values do confirm that there are definite Cwticentrations of copper 

in the zone. The core contained chalcopyrite, chalcocite and bornite 

in various proportions and with the observed coarseness of some of 

Uie sulphide pateheo (as seen on surface and in the core) it is highly 

possible that ouch of this material would grind when drilled with 

small diameter coring equipment.

PROSPECTING AND MAPPING

The base line was extended to 284QQW (1200') and chained. 

Geological mapping and prospecting was carried out using this line as 

control with pace and compass traverses running grid - MS at 200 foot 

intervals^ from I/-16-W to L-30-W. The traverses extended some 4501 grid- 

north and 2400' grid-south. The geological nap accompanies this report.

The work located the Werner Lake drill holes l to 7, the Werner 

Lake zone (Z-l) outcrops, another quartz zone (Z-2) up to eight feet 

wide with chalcopyrite, chalcocite and bornite was found at 6f80S, 

extending from 18+OOW to 10400W. The zone is open at both ends. A 

mineralized quartz zone (Z-3) was located on line 30W at 5+60S. This 

may represent the westerly extension of Z-2. Copper mineralization 

was found on L-28-W at 3f80N in stockwork quartz veins in brecciated 

greywacke (Z-4). The reported breccia zone 3000* south of the main 

zone was not seen. This area would be overlain by swamp or overburden 

if current knowledge is accepted. Because of the erratic nature of 

the mineralization in all the zones in the area it is not possible to 

take representative grab samples and, without trenching, it is uneconomic
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^ to attempt chip sampling. Channel sampling with a moil would not be 

r|! representative because of loss of copper fines and retention of barren 

^v friable quartz., Character samples were taken which were not analysed. 

' Showing Z-l: The quartz-carbonate vein observed in the outcrop 

at WL-7 was barren on cursory study. The assessment work plan 

indicates a nil intersection on the zone but at the present time the 

author does not know if this was from nil analyses or from lack of 

sampling. The exposure was seen to be rusted, but this could be a 

result of weathering of the carbonate (perhaps some siderite or 

ferruginous dolomite). The small quartz veins seen south of WL-5 

and 6 may be related to Z-l. No exposures were seen at the location 

of the probable surface trace of Z-l above the intersections in 

holes WL-3 and U because of overburden cover.

Showing Z-2: The quartz vein is well exposed near L-16 and 

18V/ with widths up to 6 feet with no footwall contact and dips north 

at 600-700 . At KHOOW the zone is vertical and is at least 8' wide. 

The mineralization is erratic with clots of high grade chalcopyrite, 

chalcocite and bornite ranging through medium and low grade disseminated 

material. Pits have been sunk on the vein and minor blasts have been 

made to create very shallow pits. From work to date the westerly 

extension is seen to be covered by overburden, which is probably 

relatively shallow.

Showing Z-3; The zone is erratic and multiple quartz veins make 

up a width of up to four feet. Copper mineralization was generally 

weak but the exposure is small and the overburden to the north may 

cover more mineralized material. The sheared argillacious greywacke
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to the north is similar to that seen overlying Z-2 on L-18-W and to 

the flat-lying contact between conglomerate and arkose on the cliff 

, on the E-W claim line West of post 2, "lain 102245.

Showing Z-ki A single outcrop of brecciated greywacke cut by 

a stockworks of copper mineralized quartz veins occurs immediately 

south of the tractor road on L-28-W. The exposure appeared to have 

been unmolested for at least fifteen years. The outcrop is rounded 

and difficult to sample in its present form. Specimens broken from 

the exposure containing chalcopyrite and minor chalcocite were 

estimated to grade between 0.1 and Q.7% Cu.

The zone appears to be similar to the quartz stockworks-greywacke 

zones seen in the footwall in holes KM-4 and 5. The location of the 

expcjure also suggests this possibility of this being a continuation 

of the main zone.

LAKE DRILLING

A search was made for the Werner Lake 1955 diamond drill holes. 

It is felt that all seven of the Werner Lake diamond drill holes were 

definitely located for the following reasons: A pattern of seven 

drill holes were located with an identical pattern and collar distance 

to that reported by Werner Lake in assessment files. The evidence of 

the locations being diamond drill set-ups is as follows:

WL-1 (Werner Lake DDH-1) - the casing was located in place with old 

sills and oil cans lying about. The road was followed from WL~2 to 

WL-1. The dip and bearing of the hole correspond to the report*

WL-2 - an old set-up was suspected at the proper distances from 

VL-1 and WL-3 with oil cans and rotted timber lying about. Some of the 

deteriorated material may have been a discarded pre-fab drill shack.
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The hole is located close to the current drill road and the collar 

of MM-5 (Master Metals DDH-5).

WJA3 - old sills and the collar of the hole in overburden were located. 

Although the hole had caved so that it was not possible to get an 

accurate bearing and dip, it was generally in the correct direction. 

A N-S claim line was noticed to pass immediately to the east of the 

hole. Old claim posts were located to the south of the hole along 

the claim line which, although the tags could not be located, are in 

the exact location of the claim corner shown on the Werner Lake drilling 

plan. Most of these posts are rotted tree stumps and could not be 

transported. The hole was located by following an old road from WL-4 

for the reported distance.

WL-4 - the eye-bolt for this hole was seen extending one foot above 

the outcrop, about 25 feet east of L-16-W at IOCS. Scraping of minor 

humus and moss located the collar of an AX diamond drill hole with 

suitable bearing and dip. A piece of core was located in the bush at 

the south edge of the outcrop.

WJL-5 - the sills, old oil cans and an abandoned core barrel were 

located at this location. The hole was located by following what 

appeared to be a drill road, after following the claim line south of 

the baseline. The claim line shown on the Werner Lake plan was 

followed north and south and the proper claim tags were found in place 

(shown on the Geological Map).

WL-6 - the sills, old oil cans and a rotted pile of core boxes 

containing conglomerate core was located by following an old drill road 

the correct distance from WL-5.
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WL-7 - the sills, old oil cans, and an abandoned funnel were located 

at this site. The hole was located while extending the base line and 

wad .tied in after completion of chaining the base line and tying in 

the other holes. The showing noted on the Werner Lake plan was seen 

in outcrop south of the hole as indicated*

Werner Lake holes WL-1 and 2 are in a location to intersect the 

westerly extension of the Master Metals Bain cone west of MM-5. 

Holes WL-3, 4, 5, and 6 are located to intersect zone Z-l described 

earlier in the report. 

CLAIMS AND RB-TAGGIHG

The author expended a total of four hours on May 29 and 30, 1972, 

in re-tagging claims and checking posts as directed by the Mining 

Recorder. The tag for post number 4 of claim 99486 was affixed to the 

number 4 post at the location of the number 3 post of claim 100731 as 

directed. A number 3 post -was made and the number 3 tag of claim 

number 102245 was attached as directed. The east boundary of clajn

102245 was checked as directed and post 2 of 102245 and post 3 of

102246 were found to be located on the north boundary of 100728 as 

shown on the claim sketch. Post l of 102245 and post 4 of 102246 were 

found to be located on the south boundary of 93961. In order to 

check the latter location the north common boundary was from post 4 

of 102245 to post l of 102245.

During the claim checking it was found that post l of 100731 

and post 2 of 100729 were located east of post 4 of 100728 and post 

3 of 102245, creating an overlap. This merely eliminates the
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possibility of a fraction in the middle of the group between these 

claims. It was also seen that the claims are not of identical shape 

or. size as shown on the claim sketch but the claims do cover the 

required area and all claim lines followed were well blazed.

GENERAL

Road Conditions; At the time of the author's visit the bush was 

very dry and the road from the Williams Lake road was excellent.

Township Linei Ed Fraser was engaged to locate the Township Una 

and with no difficulty led the author to the common corner of 175, 

Montgomery, Grasset and Parkingson. From there a very well blazed line 

was followed east to the Williams Lake road, which it hits directly 

opposite the start of the tractor road to the property.

The Werner Lake drill plan shows the Township Line approximately 

100 feet north of WL-1. If this location is correct the Township Line 

is approximately one claim north of the previously suspected location. 

Although this location is in alder swamp, the old line may be locatable 

in the larger trees immediately to the west.

Core Shacki The lower half of the door to the core shack was 

snashed in, apparently by a bear. The plastic garbage can full of 

cooking utensils and tableware had been tipped and the contents 

scattered. No other damage was observed.

The Coresplitter was in the core shack and all the drill equipment 

which was observed on the January trip appeared to still be there. The 

author did not have an inventory with which to check.
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Diamond Drill Core: AU the core was located and, by referring 

to the logs, the author was able to put hole and footage intervals 

on the boxes. ' The boxes were indelibly marked and returned to the 

rack after sampling.

Diamond Drill: The diamond drill and tripod appeared to be in 

satisfactory condition on brief inspection. The roof of the drill 

shack had collapsed under the weight of winter snow and a small tear 

was seen in the plastic cover over the block of the drill motor.

COMCLU3ION3

Several showings were located which have not been previously 

recorded in assessment files and/or to the knowledge of Master Metals. 

The Werner Lake drill holes were found to be located on the original 

claim group (i.e. claims 100725 and 100726). WL-1 and 2 lie on the 

probable extension of the Master Metals main zone. Hole l may have been 

too far north and too shallow to intersect the zone.

The reported breccia zone south of the main zone was not located 

but a strong mineralized quartz zone was located some 700 feet south 

of the base line and a mineralized quartz stockworks was seen 1300* 

West of MM-5 beside the tractor road. Other quartz veins and 

mineralization were seen and it is likely that if a thorough job of 

mapping and prospecting were done, several more zones or exposures 

of continuations of these zones might be located.

Z-l (Werner Lake south line of holes) was seen to be overburden 

covered where the best values were intersected and Z-2 passed under 

overburden to both east and west. The overburden is considered to be 

generally shallow (less than 50 feet) and Geochemical surveys might
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be very useful to trace existing zones and/or find new ones.

The re-sampling of the drill holes showed the definite existence 

' of the zone at 'the hole locations but because of lost core, an 

accurate estimation of grade cannot be made. It is felt that of 

all the rocks observed, the most grindable would be the sheared 

argillacious greywacke in the hanging wall of the zone but in the 

quartz zone itself, massive sulphides would be most likely ground. 

If sulphides have been lost, the intersections reported would be of 

much higher grade than shown by the samples. All copper mineralization 

observed in core outcrop was disseminated blebs or massive patches 

and as such would not be conductive. The existence of chalcocite and 

bornite indicate that very low concentrations of sulphides would 

make ore-grade material if composed of these higher copper-content 

minerals. It is felt that an I.P. geophysical survey would locate 

the mineralized zones, but close spacing of lines might be required 

because of the possible erratic nature of ore shoots.

Checking of claim posts to date indicates that all the lines 

and posts probably exist although the shape and size of the claims 

may not be identical to that shown on the claim maps. Proper mapping 

and plotting of all post locations will elininate any further question 

in this direction.

With the starting point of the four-township common corner and 

the added clue on the *'erner Lake drilling plan (which places the 

Township Line approximately one claim further north than previously 

suspected), there should be no trouble locating the Township Line on 

the property.
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RECOMMENDATIONS

In brief, the following recommendations are made to outline 

future work. , The author will prepare budgets on any part requested 

after conferring with management on their requirements*

1. Sections, plans and longitudinal sections must be created or 

procured so that the recent work can be plotted with relativity 

to the old data. If insufficient data is available to correlate the 

two sets of drilling, suitable field work must be carried out. A source 

of plans, etc., has already been suggested.

2. Because of the remarkable success of the small amount of mapping 

and prospecting carried out on this investigation, it is felt that 

the geology over the whoi-s of the area should be completed. 

Moderate scale Geochemical surveys could be carried out at the same 

time and the claims properly tied in.

The Geological trapper* naist pay particular attention to the 

dip of the zones and formations. Current interpretations may 

change drastically once all data is plotted. The work could be 

carried out at relativelj low cost and some rock trenching of choice 

showings could be carried out towards the end of the program. 

Control for the survey, in areas where no lines exist would be the 

extended base line and such tie-lines as thought necessary. 

Survey lines would be by pace and compass.

3. With sufficient encouragement of continuity of zones, added aones, 

and perhaps Geochemical anomalies and structural criteria, it may be 

advisable to run I. P. surveys on selected areas.

4. Diamond drilling of targets should follow.
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Larger core diameter, proper equipment and experienced 

would be preferable in future drilling* In any event, sludge 

samples must be collected at the start of drilling and carried on
" *

until recoveries are so well established as to make them superfluous.

Respectfully submitted,

RLVErje
Robert L. V. Ekstroa
B.A.Sc., P.Kng.



APPENDIX

Property, Location and Access

The six claims^on which geological mapping was carried out 
f|j; are part of a group of 25 claims held by Master Metals Corp. (lining) 
- ' Ltd. (c/o Suite 306 - 112 King St. W., Toronto) in .Montgomery and Twp.

175 , Sault Ste. Marie Mining Division. The property is 11 miles
of Iron Bridge on Hwy 17. Access to the property is made by automobile
via Hwy 546 to the Williamson Lake road, a mile east along that road
and from there by foot along a tractor road.
Geology

The region is underlain by broadly folded, weatwardly plunging 
Huronian sediments -Lying on iiarly Precambrian felsic igneous rocKs. The 
sediments have been intruded by Late Precambrian mafic sills and dykes. 
In certain areas faults and shears have been injected witn copper bear 
ing quartz-carbonate veins. The most important copper deposit* of 
this type located to date is at nruce Mines where the v^in system was 
mined for copper and/or copper bearing flux from the ;nid-18JO's to 
1921. 

Previous WorK

i.rork has been carried out at various tines in the area 
mapper. In 195,5 Werner Lake i.ickel Mines drilled seven holes^ on wnac 
are now claims Jo.''LLXi725 and -26. Holes l and 2 were on the westward 
extension of trie ;-)rtfiorin-Destorada zone. The balance of trie holes were 
on a second more southerly zone, ..oles 1-5 otal -L/^54 feet. The ien*.;t.'i 
of holer, 6 and 7 is riot available. Tne best vulues intersected were 
1.56^ Cu across 10 fet^ in ho ..e 'j. .iancrm and Destorada carried out 
extensive drilling to the east of the mapped area in 1952 and 195' 
respectively. In 1971 "aster f-iaster Tetals completed two holes 
{' u'-4 aria i":'-5) in the ;..-J ortion of t!.e mapped area Tor a total of 
3r,2 feet, "he resiilt:; of i.nla urlj-Liiig is su'imarized in txie i^ody of 
the report.

Airborne n", .'a^, and to...ioi r'etric surveys were carried 
out by Kerr- McCJee Corp. in 196ft.

hobert L. V. Kkstrom
B.A.DC., :
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